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Economic information plays an important role in the management system of an agricultural enterprise. Many researchers have proved this information to make 60-70% of the information that is necessary for management of an enterprise. This information is the basis for the heads and specialists of an enterprise in constant analysis and control of economic-financial activity of the enterprise, in making management decisions that regulate this activity to obtain positive financial results. Economic information is not monolithic information. Accounting information makes the greatest part (up to 80%) of its structure. According to the stages of formation economic information is classified into primary and secondary information. Primary information is formed where economic processes and financial and enterprise management operations take place. Secondary information is the product (result) of primary information processing. Practically and in theoretical discussions it is called secondary information that is used in making and control of various management decisions. Quality of secondary information (accuracy, reliability and other indices) depends on means and methods to carry operations of initial data measuring, registration, transmission and processing. Possibilities of primary economic information computerization have already been analyzed (Domeika, 2003, et. al). Therefore, this article analyses theoretical aspects of computerized arrangement and use of secondary information (accounting information in particular).

On the basis of research results published by Lithuanian and foreign scientists this article analyses the following issues: processes of enterprise accounting secondary information, as the bigger part of economic information, arrangement; forms of secondary information presentation for the user; reports (printed or shown on screen) content and its form design; methods of computerized data base (CDB) formation and rational use.
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Introduction

Management of economic and financial activity of an enterprise is always related with use of various kinds of information. For this purpose initial data is collected, registered in certain files, transmitted and processed it becomes information, which is stored and provided to users – heads and specialists of the enterprise according to their needs. In the enterprise management information system economic information makes the biggest part as it provides up to 60-70% of the knowledge that is necessary for management (Baranovskij, 1991 et al.). For this reason the issues of this information collection, registration, transmission and processing, storing and retrieval for users are of significant importance in making optimal management decisions, i.e. the decisions that are based not on intuition or experience but objective and reliable information. In the structure of economic information accounting gives about 70-80% of all economic indices (Mackevicius, 2003). Like all economic information accounting information is classified into primary and secondary information. Primary information is formed where economic processes as well as financial and enterprise management operations take place. Secondary information is the product (result) of primary information processing. Practically and in theoretical discussions it is called secondary information. This information is used in making and control of various management decisions. Reliability, accuracy and other qualitative indices of secondary information depend on the degree of automatization of initial data measuring, registration, transmission and processing operations. Possibilities of primary economic information computerization have already been analyzed (Domeika, 2003, et. al). Therefore, this article analyses theoretical problems of computerized formation in files, storing, presentation for users and use of secondary information.

Famous Australian professor A.Barton indicates the importance of accounting information in giving objective evaluation to previous activity of the enterprise and making right decisions for the future. Achievement of this goal requires preparation and systematization of accounting information in such a way that enables all users to employ it (Barton, 1989).

Vilnius University professor J.Mackevicius (2003) has distinguished three types of accounting – operative, financial and management accounting. All these types of accounting are closely interrelated and make up the united system of enterprise accounting information that contributes implementation of profitable activity of the enterprise. Irrespective of the type the information must meet the following criteria: quality, timely presentation, sufficient amount and suitability for management (Stoner J. et al., 1999).

Present quality of accounting secondary information especially in agricultural enterprises (agrofirms) is not good enough and should be improved. Manual accounting
technologies are being gradually refused and application of computerized information arrangement and use systems is increasing. In the course of introduction of these systems the accounting secondary information is accumulated and stored in computerized data bases (CDB) and is automatically presented for heads and specialists of the enterprise according to the formed requests, i.e. in the form of reports (printed or shown on the screen). Formation and use of accounting CDB should follow certain requirements that are being analyzed. Discussion takes place in scientific literature on the ways of secondary information arrangement that enable to meet the information needs of users completely and operatively.

Object of investigation – processes of computerized arrangement and automatized use of secondary economic information in agricultural enterprise.

Aim of investigation – to determine peculiarities of computerized arrangement of secondary economic information (accounting in particular) in order to improve effectiveness of CDB use.

Methods of investigation – analysis and synthesis of scientific works published by Lithuanian and foreign authors, graphical, comparison and monographical methods.

Processes of economic information arrangement

Economic information is arranged in order to get knowledge about condition, development tendencies and perspectives of the enterprise or other object. Information technology consists of processes and operations that are sequentially carried out. All processes of economic information arrangement can be expressed in the form of the scheme (Figure).

The scheme shows general (principal) technology of economic information arrangement that starts with collecting of initial data and finishes with use of secondary information for making various management decisions. The presented scheme shows all stages of economic information arrangement and consistency of their implementation. For the purpose of detailed analysis all stages of information arrangement can be relatively divided into two big groups: 1) processes of primary economic information arrangement; 2) processes of secondary economic information arrangement. In these groups each stage of arrangement has certain characteristics that influence the system and useful application of technical means to be used for information arrangement.

![Figure. Scheme of economic information arrangement](image-url)
Processes of primary economic information arrangement. Primary information is formed in the course of production and other economic and management processes. In order to provide certain primary information, operations of two kinds should be carried out: taking of initial data, measuring its volume; collecting of initial data and its registration in certain carriers. In agricultural enterprises (agrofirms) areas of cultivated land are measured, the produced production is weighed (measured), labour and material expenditure is determined, etc. This data is registered in certain primary document or magnetic files – magnetic discs (MD), floppy discs (discettes), microcassettes, etc. Magnetic carriers of information at the same time are information files as they store information both primary and secondary one.

Initial accounting data collecting and registration operations in agricultural enterprises are poorly mechanized. Initial data is acquired (measured) by using primitive technical means. These operations are carried out in the places of production – fields, farms, storehouses, etc. They require big labour expenditure, while accuracy and required reliability of initial data are not achieved. Due to the mentioned reasons the efficiency of information computerization is decreased and quality of secondary information is reduced. Our enterprises lack technical devices for automatization of primary accounting, i.e. for measuring, registration and transmission of initial data. These measures are applied only in the farms (Joint-stock companies), located in Jonava, Kaunas, Sakiai and other regions, where progressive production technologies have been introduced. Economically strong farms and agrofirms in foreign countries (Great Britain, Denmark, Germany, etc.) use various automatic counters for collecting, transmitting of primary information and its entering into PC.

Other stages of information arrangement – transmission and dissemination – are closely related with above mentioned operations. At present information is most often transmitted by transporting documents from the places of production to the farm centre. Documents but also magnetic discs, microcassettes, etc. can be passed on. The important thing is to maintain data reliability, to ensure quick and operative data transmission. In this respect those technical measures of data collecting and registration are advantaged, which automatically transmit data to PC through the devices installed in the working places and, in this way, maintain data reliability and reduce labour expenditure. Means of communication are increasingly used for dissemination of information.

Important and necessary procedures of primary information arrangement are coding and decoding, data storage and retrieval, its arithmetical and logical processing. Economic information is coded (by digits, letters, etc.) in order to decrease labour expenditure for its transmission, storage, processing and retrieval. Use of codes simplifies data registration, its entering into PC memory, processing, transmission and gives the possibility of automated data retrieval. For the purpose of economic information computerization special sets of codes – information classificators – are prepared and have to be installed in PC memory and used automatically. Decoding is performed by changing material form of information carrier, information is arranged by computers. Arithmetical and logical processing of initial data is automated; secondary information is stored in MD.

Processes of secondary information arrangement. If compared with primary information these processes have analogous operations such as information acquirement, transmission, storage and retrieval, nevertheless, the content, methods of implementation and purpose are significantly different as this information is related with its use in management of economic processes in the enterprise. Information users can receive results of calculations in various forms. When computerized information systems (CIS) are used the secondary information is automatically fixed in PC memory and gradual formation of CDB takes place.

CDB is an integrated information system that meets the following basic requirements (Braga et.al., 2002): decreases data redundancy as duplication of data is avoided; helps to avoid data discrepancy; is used for solving various (general) problems; users feel comfortable to address CDB; information reliability and safety increases; data does not depend on changing external conditions; expenditure for data accumulation, storage and actual condition maintenance decreases; flexible forms of CDB exploitation. Practical implementation of these requirements enables users to achieve high productivity and effectiveness of work with information.

Foreign researchers (James A. Senn, 1990; Raymond McLeod, 1990; Malyhina, 2004) attach great importance to the data base management system (DBMS), which contains software. DBMS is used for creation of database, maintain its content, make it suitable for the one who makes decisions (user) and protects data resources against unauthorized access.

Secondary economic information at the user’s request can be printed on paper or shown on the monitor – in the form of tables and graphs. It can be decoded, multiplied (for several recipients) and via computer networks (local and Internet) transferred for further arrangement and use.

Files of secondary information

Secondary information of accounting in an enterprise can be fixed and stored in various files. This depends on the technology applied for information processing. In manual accounting technologies the accounting registers, in which products of accounting work – heterogeneous accounting information about economic activity of the enterprise – are fixed (and stored), are files of secondary information. The various accounting registers used can be grouped according to different characteristics: according to typification they are divided into model (typical) and of free form (individual) ones; according to form – into books, cards, registers, etc.; according to the character of entries – into chronological, systematic, chronological and systematic; according to detailed data – into synthetic, analytical, synthetical and analytical; also they can be classified according to other characteristics (Bruzaukas, 2001). Registers of manual accounting forms are distinguished for the following features: wide variety; regulated form and content; multistage and sequential entries; auxiliary registers for grouping; ineffective formation;
big labour expenditure for finding secondary information and using it for the purposes of operative management. Formation of computerized information systems requires to refuse manual accounting registers and to design improved forms of information presentation for users.

Accounting registers do not lose their importance in computerized accounting technologies. When personal computers (PC) are used for accounting the main accounting registers are magnetic files of computers – magnetic discs, in which chronological and systematic data sets are stored. Here data of economic operations are programmatically accumulated and grouped according to certain characteristics, i.e. CDB is formed, which if required can provide users of information with various information about the managed object. Secondary information can be given to users in the form of reports (printed on paper) or videographs (shown on monitor). Both reports and videographs have identical content. Vilnius University professor L. Simanauskas (2000) suggests using the concept of “videoslip” that better reflects the essence. Users of information decide which form of secondary information use should be chosen and applied in particular case. This depends on both the content of managerial task to be solved and the aim sought by information users.

Further in the text the result messages to users are called reports. The peculiarities of their projecting, formation and use are analyzed in following subchapters.

Projecting content and form of reports

The forms of secondary information presentation for users must be in advance projected and stored in PC memory. When forming requests for necessary information the CDB users usually select the desired form of reports from menu list.

Projecting the content and forms of reports should observe the following requirements (Domeika, 1991; Simanauskas, 2000; Argiles, 2001):

- reports should supply the users with necessary information that meets management needs;
- programme and technical possibilities of PC should be exploited in formation of reports;
- analytical data should be given to users operationally, following the formulated request and desired periodicity – each week, decade, month, quarter or year;
- reports should have the indices that do not require additional arithmetical processing, grouping, etc.;
- data redundancy should be avoided;
- the reports should be of simple and picturesque form that is comfortable for the user so that the secondary information could be easily read, controlled and analyzed;
- their content should be easily understood by users of information;
- reports should not duplicate the characteristics of manual accounting registers; at the beginning of computerization there existed an erroneous understanding that forms of reports had to be close to manually formed registers;
- for each section of accounting a complex of interrelated reports should be designed, which enables (when possessing the software) to receive detail information by production (and other) units and on the enterprise scale at any time – daily, monthly, from the beginning of quarter or year.

The following should be performed before projecting of reports: detail investigation of the enterprise information flow and its structure; projecting of the carriers of primary information – primary documents; projecting of the schemes (slips) of initial data input into PC; investigation of the impact of secondary information on the control of economic activity of an enterprise, its analysis and accountability; determining exploitation possibilities and software peculiarities in the newest computers.

Projecting of reports observes the following sequence:

1) the indices that should be received after processing of information in PC are determined; for this purpose accounting registers of an enterprise, accountability documents and included indices are analysed; the material collected in the course of investigation of the computerization object is analysed; if required additional investigations are carried out;

2) having determined the composition of indispensable indices the content of particular (each) report is projected; this is done with respect to accounting data grouping features, terms of information receiving, etc.; the number of forms of reports should not be big, while the forms themselves should not be complex ones, they should significantly differ from manual accounting registers;

3) form of each report is projected; the requisites are distributed (from left to right) in the following sequence:
   - information features – stable and variable; some of them are put into the title of reports;
   - grouping features – towards decreasing degree of results, i.e. feature of the general result is shown first, then features of intermediate and partial results go;
   - quantitative and sum requisites towards increasing degree of results, i.e. partial, intermediate, general and other results.

Each form of reports is drawn on squared paper, filled in with relative numbers so that capacity of columns for text and digital requisites (number of symbols), degrees of results and their interrelation were seen. The projected forms of reports are transmitted for development of PC working programmes and preparation of instructions for user.

Computerized use of secondary information

Use of secondary information includes the processes of analysis, making conclusions and management decisions as well as making influence on the sources of information, i.e. making decisions, decrees and orders that regulate economic and financial activity of an enterprise. The decisions made by leaders and specialists of an enterprise cause new economic operations, i.e the so called
feedback takes place, which influences source of primary information (Fig.) and at the same time improves the results of an enterprise activity. Solving the problems of economic information computerization seeks the secondary information to be received operatively and to ensure its objectivity, reliability and sufficiency.

Wider application of personal computers causes spread of information technologies in enterprises that enable users to take the necessary information from CDB themselves in their working places. Direct communication between user and computer makes influence on the processes of search for answers and formation of results. It is dialogue communication, which is realized by dialogue technologies (Simanauskas, 2000). Dialogue technologies are distinguished by the fact that user of information directly works with computer exchanging instructions (commands) and information. Dialogue is a regulated exchange of messages between person and computer (Bower, 1985). Compatibility of both partners of dialogue based on principles and desired forms of direct communication, objectively oriented dialogue are particularly important.

In the course of operative solving of tasks of production (business) management and economic processes regulation the users of information in their computerized working place (CWP) constantly form requests for receiving secondary information, e.g. about existing material and financial resources on certain date, direct production expenditure, cash flows, financial results of certain activity, etc. (Argiles, 2003; George H. Bodnar, 1993). Requests and received answers are done in automatized way by using classificators of information, reference books and computer software (Drury, 1994). Information messages (reports) are first of all shown on PC monitor; at the user’s request they can be printed or stored in computer memory.

Computerized working places (CWP) can function in different levels of enterprise management: in some cases they perform the function of information collection and primary processing measure (e.g. in subdivisions of enterprise), in other cases – they are the main measure of information processing, storing and presenting to users. CWP can function effectively if the following requirements are implemented in the enterprise:

- technical measures for collecting, registration, transmission and processing of initial data have been equiped;
- applied PC software with great possibilities has been prepared and installed for CDB formation and use;
- forms of primary documents and reports (videoslips) are formed automatically;
- possibilities for user of information to access to CDB directly have been implemented;
- an operative system of search and retrieval of secondary information has been developed (Hicks, 1986).

Efficiency of economic information computerization is directly influenced by software possibilities and other factors. Computer software should be prepared to enable CDB user to work in dialogue form, to perform CDB formation and use operations in automatized way. In many cases this determines efficiency of computerized arrangement of secondary information (Jordan, 1989) and quality of enterprise management decisions (Streeter, 1990).

CIS of economic information that have been introduced in Lithuanian agricultural enterprises in recent years do not encompass all kinds of economic information. Their software is most often aimed at facilitating accounting work – to automatize calculations, to form statements of separate sections of accounting, etc. Integrated arrangement is not applied even to the data of different kinds of accounting – agronomical, bookkeeping and zootechnical accounting. Arrangement of data of separate kinds of accounting should be integrated so that having used initial data of separate kinds of accounting and methods of arrangement of each kind of accounting the indices of secondary information that meet needs of various users could be calculated in automatized way. Integrated arrangement of economic information and kinds of accounting, in particular, would enable to improve the control of production and other business operations, while computerized technology would be more useful.

Conclusions

1. Economic information makes the greater part (up to 60-70%) of the information that is necessary for an enterprise management. In the structure of this information accounting provides about 70-80% of all economic indices. Therefore, organization and use of its CDB is important for the improvement of enterprise management.

2. Secondary economic information is the product of initial data processing process. Its reliability and other indices depend on the automatization degree of initial data measuring, registration, transmission and processing operations.

3. Recently agricultural enterprises have been gradually refusing manual accounting technologies and introduction of computerized technologies has been increasing. Application of the latter enables to form and retrieve the secondary information in automatized way, with help of computer software, classificators of information and reference books.

4. Secondary information accumulated in accounting CDB is given to enterprise leaders and specialists in the form of reports (videoslips). Content and forms of the latter are projected following certain requirements, which result from the need of information for making management decisions as well as from programme and technical peculiarities of computers.

5. To users the secondary information should be given effectively, according to the requests formed in their CWP and at the required periodicity – per day, week, month, quarter, year, etc.

6. Content and forms of reports (videoslips) should not duplicate characteristics of manual accounting registers. Complex of interrelated reports that enables managers to get the required infor-
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**Išmokėjus rezultatinės ekonominės informacijos ir jos kompiuterizuotos tvarkamos**

Santrauka


**Šiems užklausoms (agorifirmose) palaisių atsiskatoma rankinės apskaitos technologijų ir vis plačiau padeda maža duomenų kompiuterizuotumą, tvarkymo ir naudojimo sistemos. Diegiant šias sistemos, apskaitos rezultatinė informacija kaupia be saugoma KDB ir automatizuotai išduodama įmonės vadovams ir specialistams pagal ją suformuotus užklausas. Apskaitos KDB turi būti formuojama ir naudojama, laikantis tam tikrų reikalavimų, ku-rūsio analizuojame.**

**Tyrimo objektas** – žmogūs įkūnės rezultatinės ekonominės informacijos kompiuterizuotu tvarkymo ir automatizuoto naudojimo procesai.


Palaipsniui formuojama KDB. Užsienio šalių tautinių gramos turinys; atsižvelgiama į kumu – per savaitės formaciniai požymiai; grupuojamieji požymai – rezultatų rankiniai, grupuojami požymiai. Rezultatinė informacija vartotojams gali būti išduota mašinogramų (atspaudinta priprieži) arba videoadą (parodyta monitoriuje) pavadinu. Pastarųjų formos turi būti iš anštu suprojektuotos ir saugomos PK amžinyje.

Projektojant mašinogramų turinį ir formas, reikia vadovautis šiais pagrindiniais reikalavimais: jos turi teikti vartotojams būtinaus informacijos; analitiniai duomenys vartotojams turi būti teikiami sąnaudoms rezultatų susijusių duomenų ir informacijos kokybėje. Apibrėžiant rezultatinės informacijos kompiuterizuotu formavimo laikmena, saugojimo, išdavimo vartotojams bei pa-naudojimo teorines problemas, galima suformuluoti šias išvadas:

1. Ekonominė informacija sudaro didžiąją dalį (iki 60-70 proc.) įmonės valdymui reikalingos informacijos, kurios struktūroje buhalterinė apskaita teikia apie 70-80 proc. visų ekonominių rodiklių. Todėl apskaitos KDB organizavimas ir naudojimas svarbus įmonės valdymui gerinti.


3. Pastaraisiais metais žemės ūkio įmonės palaičiai atsisako rankinės apskaitos įrangos ir pasitelkia informacijos klasifikatorius, pastoviusius žinynus ir PK programinę įrangą, informacijos klasifikatoriumi bei pastoviusius žinynus.